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ABSTRACT: A new type of light-emitting hybrid device based on
colloidal quantum dots (QDs) and an ionic transition metal
complex (iTMC) light-emitting electrochemical cell (LEC) is
introduced. The developed hybrid devices show light emission
from both active layers, which are combined in a stacked geometry.
Time-resolved photoluminescence experiments indicate that the
emission is controlled by direct charge injection into both the iTMC
and the QD layer. The turn-on time (time to reach 1 cd/m2) at
constant voltage operation is significantly reduced from 8 min in the
case of the reference LEC down to subsecond in the case of the
hybrid device. Furthermore, luminance and efficiency of the hybrid
device are enhanced compared to reference LEC directly after
device turn-on by a factor of 400 and 650, respectively. We attribute these improvements to an increased electron injection
efficiency into the iTMC directly after device turn-on.
KEYWORDS: quantum dots, light-emitting electrochemical cell, iTMC, LEC, hybrid device, electron injection,
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■ INTRODUCTION
Light-emitting electrochemical cells (LECs)1−4 represent a
promising large-area device concept, besides organic
(OLED)5,6 and quantum dot (QD)-based light emitters
(QLEDs).6−9 The main difference to OLEDs is that the active
layer comprises ionic components in addition to the light-
emitting species (polymers or transition metal complexes).
These ionic species start moving under applied voltage and
thereby facilitate charge injection into the light-emitting
component. This property makes LECs very attractive since
the multiple charge injection and transport layers, which are
obligatory in OLEDs and QLEDs, can be omitted, whereby the
whole layer stack is simplified (even down to a single layer). In
addition, air-stable electrode materials can be implemented,
thickness variations of the active layer can be tolerated, and easy
solution-based fabrication procedures can be established.1,2,10
These properties make LECs attractive candidates for future
lighting applications. Although the exact operation mechanism
of the LECs is still under debate, two different models, the
electrochemical doping model (ECD)11 and electrodynamic
model (ED)12 were proposed. Recently, a unifying model was
demonstrated, showing that the ECD and ED models are both
valid in LECs as limiting cases depending, for example, on the
injection properties of the contacts.13
Since the charge carrier injection and transport in this type of
devices is initiated by the movement of the ionic species, the
response and turn-on time of LECs is comparatively long,
ranging typically from subseconds to hours, depending on the
ionic conductivity of the light-emitting layer.1,14 Therefore,
these devices are believed to be more applicable in lighting
technology rather than high-end displays. On the basis of the
active light-emitting material, two different classes of LECs can
be defined: polymer LECs (p-LECs) or ionic transition metal
complex LECs (iTMC-LECs). iTMC-LECs are able to harvest
both singlet and triplet excitons and thus allow for intrinsically
higher quantum efficiencies than fluorescent p-LECs.10,15,16
Also, iTMC-LECs show typically higher brightness above 1000
cd/m2,17,18 while p-LECs remain quite often in the range of 100
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cd/m2 at similar lifetimes.19,20 On the other hand, iTMC-LECs
frequently show turn-on times in the order of hours, while
pLECs typically turn-on within a second.10,20−23 Nevertheless,
the turn-on time of the iTMC-LEC can be significantly reduced
by the addition of an ionic liquid to the active layer,24,25 as well
as by implementing a current driving mode of the device.26
Despite the potential benefits of the iTMC-LECs as well as
recent advances,1 the market entry of these types of devices is
challenging mainly due to the lack of at the same time efficient,
bright, and long-term stable emitter materials of different
colors, particularly of red27,28 and blue29,30 emitters, resulting in
challenges in the realization of white emission.1,31,32 Especially
high brightness and long operation lifetime seem to be hard to
unite: most devices with high brightness are short-lived and vice
versa.16,27,29 On the other hand, the discovery of stable, yellow
iTMC-complex due to intramolecular π−π stacking inter-
actions33 and pulsed operation mode yielded devices with
lifetimes exceeding 4000 h at maximum luminance over 650
cd/m2 and subsecond turn-on times.17 Recently, the approach
of multiple π-stacking interactions yielded promising results
also for red-emitting complexes,18 making the iTMC-LECs
together with their simple architecture very attractive for
industrial roll-to-roll fabrication.1,34
Combining the stability of semiconducting materials with
their solution-based properties, colloidal QDs offer an
alternative approach for large area lighting concepts thanks to
their high color purity which is tunable over a broad spectral
range by tailoring their size, shape, and composition.7 Typically,
QDs are adapted in OLED-like structures, containing several
carrier injection and transport layers. Recently these QLEDs
were presented with highly promising performances for device
application including luminance levels above 200.000 cd/m2
and efficiencies greater than 18%.8,9,35 In the case of iTMC-
LECs, as discussed above, the variation of emission color
turned out to be challenging, so that the use of QDs could fulfill
that need. The incorporation of QDs in p-LECs is rarely
studied yet,36 while the implementation of QDs in iTMC-LECs
was not reported so far.
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we present a novel concept combining QDs and iTMCs
in a hybrid device (QLEC) by adding an additional QD layer
prior to the cathode to the conventional iTMC LEC
architecture. In contrast to mixing concepts as suggested for
p-LECs by Norell Bader et al.36 and for pure QDs by Qian et
al.,37 we expect light emission from QDs and from iTMCs
which is not dominated by energy transfer excitation (e.g.,
Förster transfer) but rather by direct charge injection into both
active layers. In this case, the iTMC layer can be expected to act
as a hole injection and transport layer for the QDs8 and vice
versa; the QD layer may improve electron injection into the
iTMC. Thus, an increase of luminance and a decrease of turn-
on time can be achieved with improved device efficiency.
Therefore, this device concept can potentially improve two
critical issues of iTMC-LEC, performance and emission color,
simultaneously.
Figure 1a shows the device concept for the QD-iTMC-LEC
hybrid schematically. CdSe/CdS core−shell QDs with average
size of 7 nm (see TEM image in Figure 1b) complement the
conventional iTMC-LEC layout in form of an additional spin-
coated layer placed on top of the active LEC layer. The
simplified energy level diagram for the hybrid device is shown
in Figure 1c. The values for ITO, PEDOT:PSS, QDs, and Al
were taken from the literature.8,38 The positions of the highest
occupied/lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO/
LUMO) of the iTMC were estimated by cyclic voltammetry
to be about −5.9 eV/−3.3 eV. In addition to QLEC,
conventional QLED and LEC reference devices (see Figure
1d under UV illumination) were also fabricated via a spin-
coating procedure under ambient air conditions (see
Experimental Section for more information on device
fabrication). As can be seen in the pictures in Figure 1d, the
layer morphology of the QLEC is not yet fully optimized, as the
iTMC layer probably gets affected by spin-coating the QDs
from toluene dispersion on top.
Figure 1e shows normalized photoluminescence (PL) spectra
(dashed lines) of the active light-emitting layers of QLED
(red), LEC (green), and QLEC (black). The LEC (iTMC) and
QLEC (iTMC + 30 nm QD layer on top) active layers were
measured in device configuration. In order to exclude a
Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the QLEC device design. (b) TEM image of CdSe/CdS core−shell QDs. (c) Schematic of simplified energy level diagram
for QLEC. (d) Schematic of the device (top view) and photograph of processed iTMC-LEC, QLEC, and QLED devices under UV light excitation.
(e) Normalized photoluminescence (PL, dashed lines) of the iTMC-LEC (green), QD layer (red), and QLEC-layer stack (black), and normalized
electroluminescence (EL, solid lines) of the LEC (green) and QLED (red) reference devices at 5 V.
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contribution of TPD to the total PL signal, the emission of the
QD layer was measured on a reference structure comprising
ITO substrate and a 30 nm thick QD layer on top, spin-coated
in the same way as in the case of the QLED. The layers were
excited by a diode laser (Picoquant PDL 800-D) at a
wavelength of 405 nm and 17 μW power, and the resulting
PL signal was analyzed by a combination of a spectrometer
(Horiba Jobin Yvon iHR320) and a nitrogen-cooled CCD
detector (Horiba Jobin Yvon Symphony). The QDs exhibit
typical narrow peak emission at 620 nm with full width at half-
maximum (fwhm) of 30 nm. The iTMC shows broad PL
(fwhm = 96 nm) centered at a wavelength of 554 nm, which is
typical for iTMCs emitters based on charge transfer
transitions.39 Unlike recently shown for hybrid devices based
on iTMC and a conjugated polymer,40 our hybrid devices show
a pronounced superposition of iTMC- and QD-PL spectra with
a dominating QD-PL peak at 620 nm. It should be noted that
no energy shift occurs in the PL of the hybrid device compared
to the single components.
The electroluminescence (EL) of the reference QLED and
LEC devices, shown normalized in Figure 1e as solid lines, was
measured by the identical setup as for the PL measurements.
EL remains in both cases stable during the device operation and
does not shift with applied voltage. Though, both reference
devices show a small shift of the EL emission compared to the
PL signal of the light-emitting material. The small red shift of 2
nm in case of QLEDs, typically observed in literature, can be
attributed to the presence of strong electric fields during
operation,41 local heating,42 and/or smaller charge-injection
barriers into larger crystals.43 In the case of the LEC, a
significant red shift of 22 nm was observed. This behavior is
also typical for iTMC-emitters and can be attributed to optical
and electrical carrier excitation, respectively.39,44
The EL emission characteristics of the hybrid device are
shown in Figure 2. As can be seen from both (a) the color
images of the active light-emitting pad and (b) the
corresponding normalized EL spectra, the emission color of
the QLEC changes significantly with applied voltage.
For an applied voltage in the range of 2.5−3 V, the EL
spectrum corresponds to the QLED EL and the device shows
large area red emission. In this voltage regime, the device seems
to operate like a QLED with active, light-emitting QDs and an
LEC layer acting as a hole injection/transport layer. With
increasing applied voltage, the iTMC contribution is raised
which becomes apparent first by a broadening of the EL
spectrum toward the yellow spectral region and then by a shift
toward higher energies (lower wavelengths). At a voltage of 5
V, the EL spectrum is finally dominated by the iTMC emission.
The corresponding position of the emission in the Commission
International de l’Eclairage (CIE) 1931 color space was
calculated from the EL spectra by ColorCalculator software
provided by OSRAM. The variation in CIE-coordinates shown
in Figure 2c illustrates the change in emission color for the low
voltage range. In this diagram, the QLEC EL spectrum at
different applied voltages is represented by dots and the EL
spectra of the reference LEC and QLED devices by opened
triangles, respectively. The color gradually varies from pure QD
emission to iTMC emission. For voltages higher than 5 V, the
devices gain in luminance due to increasing iTMC emission
(see Figure 2a) and show a pure iTMC-EL spectrum. At high
voltage and luminance levels, we observe a degradation of the
iTMC, which leads to a slightly broadened and red-shifted
spectrum at 9 V.
For this hybrid device structure based on QDs and iTMC as
light-emitting materials, an investigation of the physical nature
of electroluminescence is of interest. As usually proposed for
QLEDs,45−47 the direct injection of transported carriers into
the QDs with following exciton formation and radiative
recombination of holes and electrons in the QDs is one
possible EL process. The second mechanism47−51 that might be
involved is a nonradiative energy transfer processes called
Förster resonant energy transfer (FRET) which is based on
dipole−dipole-coupling of donor and acceptor molecules.52,53
In this case, excitons are initially formed on the donor
molecules (in our case the iTMC) and they are subsequently
transferred to the acceptor molecules (here QDs). With
lighting applications in prospect, direct charge injection into
QDs would allow for a possible expansion of this architecture
toward white light generation by implementation of blue QDs
instead of red ones.
The main preconditions for FRET from donors to acceptors
are the spectral overlap of the emission spectrum of the donor
molecule with the absorption spectrum of the acceptor and the
close proximity of the acceptor molecule to the donor
molecule. The first precondition is fulfilled, as evident from
Figure 3a, showing the spectral overlap between the iTMC
emission spectrum with the QD absorption spectrum.
Further experimental investigation of the impact of FRET in
hybrid organic and inorganic devices can be done by time-
resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy.50,54 In the case of an
efficient FRET, the radiative decay times of the donor and
acceptor materials (e.g., iTMC and QDs) in hybrid architecture
should show a significant difference from the single emitter
materials in absence of each other.53 In Figure 3b, time-resolved
PL measurements for QDs (detection at peak wavelength of
620 nm), iTMC (detection at peak wavelength of 554 nm), and
QLEC (detection at 620 and 554 nm) in device geometry are
shown. Within the experimental error, the time constants in the
hybrid device geometry are comparable to the decay times
found for the single reference layers (920 ns for iTMC, 6.9 and
19 ns for the QDs, respectively). Most important, the decay
times of iTMC measured at 554 nm are found to be the same
for the LEC and the QLEC device, clearly indicating that FRET
can be neglected. It is also important to note that the
Figure 2. (a) Images of the active light-emitting pad at different
voltages, (b) corresponding normalized EL spectra, and (c) calculated
position of the emission color in the CIE 1931 color space.
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elongation of the decay times for QDs measured at 620 nm
results from a finite spectral overlap with the iTMC emission.
To study the performance of the hybrid device in
comparison with the reference LEC and QLED devices, the
voltage dependent luminance behavior was monitored for all
three types of devices (Figure 4). While the QLED and LEC
reference devices show maximal luminance of 342 cd/m2 and
548 cd/m2 respectively, at 8 V with a tendency of further
increase at elevated voltages, the QLEC reaches its maximum
luminance of 385 cd/m2 at 7.7 V followed by a slow decrease of
the luminance at elevated voltages, reaching 335 cd/m2 at 8 V.
Nevertheless, the QLEC exhibits a higher luminance compared
to the LEC reference over a wide range of operating voltages.
More important, the additional QD layer has a significant
impact on the turn-on voltage of the device. The reference LEC
device shows a turn-on voltage of approximately 4 V, whereas
the QLEC starts emitting light below 2 V. The reduction in
turn-on voltage can be attributed to pure QD emission in this
low-voltage regime with the iTMC layer apparently working as
a hole injection and transport layer. The QLEC starts light
emission with an EL spectrum which is governed by QD
emission at a voltage where the LEC reference does not emit
any light at all. This excludes color conversion as a possible
mechanism for light generation and gives further confirmation
of direct charge injection. It should be admitted that the
injection and transport of holes by the iTMC layer into the
QDs in the hybrid device is obviously less efficient than in case
of the poly-TPD layer: the reference QLED has a turn-on
voltage of 1.5 V in agreement with state of the art red
QLEDs8,47 and shows more than 1 order of magnitude higher
luminance in the low-voltage regime compared to the QLEC.
At voltages above 3.5 V, the contribution of the iTMC
emission to the total emission of the QLEC becomes
progressively prominent and is even several orders of
magnitude higher than the iTMC emission from the reference
LEC in the range between 3.5 and 6 V. One of the reasons for
this behavior might be an improved electron injection into the
iTMC layer by the QD layer. In case of LECs, an improved
charge carrier injection would result in a faster buildup of the
doped regions, resulting in a faster turn-on of the devices. Thus,
the performances of the LEC and QLEC were studied as a
function of time to verify this assumption.
Figure 5 shows light intensity, calculated external quantum
efficiency (EQE) ratio between QLEC and reference LEC, as
well as current flow as a function of time under a constant
applied voltage of 4 V. As can be seen in Figure 5a, the
emission of the QLEC is dominated by the iTMC already at 60
s after turn on, whereas the QD contribution can be neglected.
The reference LEC device shows typical behavior with
increasing light intensity in time (Figure 5b, red) due to the
Figure 3. (a) Normalized QD absorbance and LEC PL spectra. (b)
Time-resolved PL measurements for LEC, QLED, and QLEC devices
at a wavelength of 554 and 620 nm, respectively.
Figure 4. Luminance as a function of the applied voltage of QLEC
(black line), reference QLED (blue) and reference LEC (red).
Figure 5. Long-term measurement of QLEC and LEC at a constant
applied voltage of 4 V. (a) EL spectra of the hybrid device (solid line)
compared to the EL of the reference LEC (green-colored area) at
different time points given in the picture and marked by crosses in (b).
(b) Luminance of QLEC (black line) and LEC (red line), (c) EQE
ratio (EQEQLEC/EQELEC) between both devices versus time, and (d)
current through the QLEC (black line) and the LEC (red line) as a
function of time.
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reduction of injection barrier for electrons and holes by
accumulation of ions at the electrodes and formation of the
doped regions.20,55 Also the transient current behavior of the
reference LEC (Figure 5d, red) is in agreement with the typical
transient behavior of iTMC-LECs17,20,21,29,56 as well as p-
LECs,20,57,58 which can be rationalized by the electrochemical
doping of the active layer, assisted by the mobile ions.20 The
injected electrons and holes recombine radiatively before they
reach the opposite electrode, which explains the initial increase
of the current and intensity. Both the intensity and the
efficiency of the reference device reach their maximum after
more than an hour. This is often attributed to the saturation
point of the electrochemical doping of the p- and n-regions.59
Afterward, they both start to decay (not shown here), which is
also typical for LECs and is often attributed to the exciton
quenching by the doped n- and p-regions.20
In comparison with the reference LEC, the hybrid device
shows initially 1.9 times higher current. Additionally, both light
intensity and EQE are significantly enhanced for the hybrid
device as compared to the LEC reference, especially directly
after device turn-on (see Figure 5, panels b and c). Since
electrons are believed to be the minority charge carriers in
iTMC-LECs,29,60 and particularly in the case of the selected
iTMC-emitter,61 an increase of light intensity by several orders
of magnitude in the range of 0−5 min should be attributed to
an improved electron injection. The positions of HOMO and
LUMO levels of the iTMC, as shown in Figure 1c, support the
assumption of improved electron injection by the QD layer into
the iTMC layer. The QLEC reaches the point of maximum
intensity already after 15 min, whereas the reference LEC needs
more than 1 h of device operation to reach its intensity
maximum. This difference in turn-on time additionally indicates
an improved electron injection. It should be noted that the
increase in luminance cannot be attributed to additional
contributions from the QDs. The QLEC emission spectra at
different time points of constant voltage operation (60, 240,
and 360 s of device operation, respectively, see Figure 5a) show
dominating LEC emission already at 60 s of operation.
Interestingly, the QLEC shows a significantly higher EQE
compared to the reference LEC within the first tens of minutes
of operation, which we attribute to an improved charge carrier
balance. Charge carrier balance and thus EQE can either be
improved by an enhancement of the minority charge carriers
(e.g., improved electron injection as suggested above) or by
reducing the current flow of the majority charge carriers, in this
case holes. Since the total current is considerably increased in
the QLEC, we exclude possible hole blocking by the additional
QD layer as the dominating mechanism for EQE enhancement.
Furthermore, the increase of luminance is twice as strong as the
increase of EQE (by factors of ∼650 and ∼350, respectively)
which hints again at an improved electron injection. A possible
buffering effect and thus reduced quenching due to the QD
layer placed between the iTMC layer and the electrode plays
just a subordinating role (see Supporting Information). With
progress in time of operation, the LEC device gains in
performance by improved injection efficiency caused by the
lowering of the injection barriers by the mobile ions and the
LEC current becomes comparable to the values of the QLEC.
Additionally, the QLEC device seems to degrade faster as the
current is already decreasing after 15 min, which may be related
to a faster propagation of the n-doping front due to the
improved electron injection.
■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have demonstrated a hybrid device made of
CdSe/CdS core−shell QDs and an Ir-based iTMC that shows
light emission from both, red QDs and yellow LEC emitters.
Electro- and photoluminescence measurements indicate that in
the chosen device geometry, charge carriers can be injected
directly into both light-emitting species which is beneficial for
the implementation of QDs with various band gaps and thus
creation of white light-emitting hybrid devices. The additional
QD layer furthermore improves the electron injection into the
active LEC layer, which leads to a faster device turn-on. The
considerable improvement of the charge carrier balance by
minority charge carriers, especially after device turn-on, results
in an increased luminance and device efficiency. Overall, the
results of this study indicate the possibility of creating color
tunable iTMC LECs by implementing additional QDs and
simultaneously improve device operation.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Device Fabrication. The discussed devices were fabricated via
a spin-coating procedure under ambient air conditions. For the
reference LEC, a layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly-
(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) was spin-coated onto a cleaned
glass substrate with a 150 nm thick sputtered indium tin oxide (ITO)
anode. After baking the PEDOT:PSS layer for 20 min at 150 °C, the
active LEC layer containing a blend of a long-term stable yellow ionic
iridium complex ([Ir(ppy)2(pbpy)]
+[PF6]
−) and an ionic liquid
([BMIM]+[PF6]
−) was spin-coated on top.
In the case of the reference QLED, the PEDOT:PSS layer was
deposited as described above. To enable hole injection and transport,
poly[N,N′-bis(4-butylphenyl)-N,N-bis(phenyl)-benzidine] (poly-
TPD) was used as an established hole injection and transport
layer35 for QLEDs. Red CdSe/CdS core/shell QDs of 7 nm size in
average (see also TEM image in Figure 1b) were synthesized with a
slightly modified recipe from the literature,62 having a CdSe core
radius of 2.1 nm, 6 monolayers CdS shell, and zinc blende crystal
structure. An approximately 30 nm thick layer of QDs was spin-coated
from toluene dispersion with a concentration of 25 mg/mL as the
active light-emitting layer on top of the poly-TPD layer, resulting in
the layer stack for the reference QLED.
For the hybrid QLEC device, PEDOT:PSS and a blend of iTMC
and the ionic liquid (IL) were spin-coated in the same way as in the
case of the LEC. The QD layer was spin-coated on top of the active
LEC layer at the same conditions as in the case of the reference QLED
(see also diagram in Figure 1a).
For all three devices, aluminum electrodes of 200 nm thickness and
7 mm2 active area were evaporated as a cathode on top of the
fabricated layer stacks. Since the iTMC-component typically shows a
fast degradation during operation,19 both the reference LEC and the
QLEC were encapsulated by epoxy and a glass plate on top under
nitrogen atmosphere.
2.2. Device Characterization. For characterization of the voltage-
dependent luminance behavior, the luminance was monitored by a
calibrated photodiode (Newport Sensor 818-UV), whereby a Lab-
View-controlled sourcemeter (Keathley 2601) was used for applying
an increasing DC voltage in 0.1 V steps with 500 ms between two
measurement points (Figure 4). The limit of the voltage range was set
to 8 V to prevent degradation and damage of the devices. The Si-
photodiode was calibrated by a Konica Minolta CS 2000A
spectroradiometer with pure reference QLED and yellow iTMC
LEC, respectively, to convert the measured photocurrent to
luminance. For conversion of the QLEC luminance, the calibration
factor of the LEC was used, since starting from 4 V the emission is
completely dominated by the LEC emitter. The results in Figure 4 are
a representative selection of data for devices containing different QD
and iTMC batches. We paid attention to using the same material
batches for QLEC and reference devices production as well as identical
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measurement conditions. For time-dependent characterization of
luminance, a voltage of 4 V was applied by the Keathley sourcemeter
and luminance was simultaneously detected by the calibrated
photodiode (Newport Sensor 818-UV). A bias of 4 V was chosen
for this experiment since it corresponds to the turn-on voltage of the
LEC, and both LEC and hybrid devices show good light emission and
are not subject to fast degradation at this operation voltage.21,63
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